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As a [actor]

I want [feature]

So that [benefit/outcome]





As a [actor]

I want [feature]

So that [benefit/outcome]









Passive voice puts the 
action before the actor



Active voice puts the actor 
before the action



The guest was checked in

Roy checks in the guest

by Roy



The house was painted



The teacher always answers the 
students’ questions



Baby Mylo was delivered 
at 5:17 p.m. yesterday.





As a [actor]

I want [feature]

So that [benefit]





























A causes B







As a [role]

I want [feature]

So that [benefit]

never a persona











The individual and teams duties and 

objectives

Some persona traits suit a role, what 

are the typical ones?

Personality types

Use surveys, interviews and job 

descriptions





Visitor



Visitor
Loyalty Club 

member

Silver Club member

Bronze Club member

Gold Club memberKnown
Visitor

Booked
Guest

Price
Checker





As a [role]

I want [feature]

So that [benefit]

What other roles?





Guest
Loyalty club 

guest

Silver Club guest

Bronze Club guest

Gold Club guest

First time
guest







Web browser

IE11, Edge,  Safari

Chrome, Firefox,

Mobile devices

Android, iOS, Windows Phone

Leanne

Always travelling and

connecting remotely

Rather inpatient and hates

software being slow

Leanne



Booked Guest Quickly check the details of my 

booking

Turn up to the correct hotel

Check out at the correct time

Pay for the hotel room(s)







Gold Loyalty Member





Web browser

IE11, Edge,  Safari

Chrome, Firefox,

Mobile devices

Android, iOS, Windows Phone

Leanne

Always travelling and

connecting remotely

Rather inpatient and hates

software being slow

Leanne



CFO
Receiving summaries of

account ledgers 

Produce cash flow forecasts

Oversee payments to suppliers

Finance the construction of new 

hotels









Personas can create a 

Frankenstein user of bias and 

stereotypes with no connection to 

reality





Carefully separate personas and 

roles

Iterate through combinations of 

Personas and Roles to generate ideas
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